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PRESENTATION

This is a pack of cards that presents concepts drawn from the Brazilian educator Paulo Freire's theory of dialogical and anti-dialogical action.

The material is composed of 16 cards which proposes a debate about Freirian concepts in order to provoke reflection, policization and process of awareness.

The cards are organized in seven opposite pairs, referring to practices or dialogical/anti-dialogical concepts. Besides, there are two cards that represents dialogical actions methods drawned by Paulo Freire, that may be used for inspiration to critical and politically engaged design practices.
## Concepts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dialogical Action</th>
<th>Anti-dialogical Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cultural Synthesis</td>
<td>Cultural invasion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generating Themes</td>
<td>The theme of silence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Praxis</td>
<td>BlahBlahBlah and activism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unveiling</td>
<td>Limit situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humility</td>
<td>Banking education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solidarity</td>
<td>Empathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialogical Leadership</td>
<td>Anti-dialogical leadership</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GOALS:

- To foster critical reflections on past and current Design practices, identifying oppressions and reflecting on ways to fight against them.
- To help in the introduction to concepts of Paulo Freire's critical pedagogy.
- To encourage counter-hegemonic and decolonial forms for Design praxis.
SUGGESTIONS OF USE:

The reflective cards are an open educational material, and can be used in many ways depending on the intended objectives, the time available, the profile of the participants, or the mediator creativity. Some suggestions are:

⭐ MEADIATION OF DISCUSSIONS ABOUT DESIGN EXPERIENCES: In groups, the cards may be used to reflect about the lived or present experiences in projects of design. Each participant can choose one or more cards to critically analyse a case.
SUGGESTION OF USE:

★ GLOSSARY OF CRITICAL PEDAGOGY CONCEPTS. For introductory classes in the linking between the critical pedagogy and Design, the cards may serve as overview material to support in the readings of Paulo Freire's original texts. Presenting the concepts in an organized and sintezided way.

★ CRITICAL SELF-EVALUATION MATERIAL. During the implementation of design projects, the cards can be used by those engaged to critically reflect on decisions and actions that need to be taken or challenging situations that arise.
SUGGESTION OF USE:

★ GLOSSARY OF CRITICAL PEDAGOGY CONCEPTS. For introductory classes in the linking between the critical pedagogy and Design, the cards may serve as overview material to support in the readings of Paulo Freire's original texts. Presenting the concepts in an organized and synthesized way.

★ CRITICAL SELF-EVALUATION MATERIAL. During the implementation of design projects, the cards can be used by those engaged to critically reflect on decisions and actions that need to be taken or challenging situations that arise.
MEDIA

Print the cards for face-to-face activities:

Use them in digital format for online activities:

NUMBER OF CARDS

There are no restriction of the selective use of cards. The mediators may choose whether or not to use the full deck depending on the activity theme or time available.
Anti-DIALOGICAL Cards

These cards present concepts and approaches that make difficult the development of design projects that are truly participatory, dialogical and transformative of the oppressed reality.
It is the imposition of values, techniques, and knowledge from the outside, replacing local culture and eliminating the creativity of the oppressed. Even with good intentions, the invading designer tries to impose to the invaded the “correct way” to be and to transform the world.
THE THEME OF SILENCE

Daily oppressions can lead to the inability of the oppressed to express their opinions or even to choose the topics to be discussed. Silence and its causes should be the first topic to be discussed when this occurs.
Blah blah blah is trying to change the world with just words. Activism is trying to change it with thoughtless actions. It is only action and reflection together (praxis) that can lead to a critical dialogue about the transformations we need. Changing the world while we change ourselves.
LIMIT SITUATIONS

These are concrete situations that oppress and limit us. They seem to be dead-end mazes that can lead to fatalism, demotivating participants and leading to the belief that we cannot change the world. But "the world is not, the world is being", our actions have brought us here and other choices can lead us to a different world.
BANKING EDUCATION

Education that understands knowledge as a donation from those who think they know it all (educators, designers) to those who think they know nothing (learners, users). It is the act of depositing, transferring, transmitting values and knowledge from one to another, without a critical and transforming dialogue.
It is feeling the "pain of others" before designing. Empathy can be an excuse for not actively involving people during design because designers already "know what it is like to be the other". Dialogic action does not need empathy, but solidarity.
Even with good intentions, this kind of leadership guides the group without critical and collective discussion about reality, with no unveiling, no collaborative construction of actions, no dialogue. Although it fights against oppression, this leadership acts in an oppressive way.
Dialogical Cards

These cards present concepts and approaches that help to build design projects that are dialogical, horizontals, criticals and aimed at overcoming oppressions.
CULTURAL SYNTHESIS

It is the result of dialogue between oppressed communities and external designers. It's not a cultural invasion, it's not about omitting yourself, it's a collective construction in the struggle against oppression.
It is the collaborative and dialogical selection of themes for discussion and for design projects development. These are existential situations that the oppressed go through, and that are part of their reality and interest. These are not themes imposed by the designer.
The radical interaction between reflection and action. Action alone is activism, with no dialogue and no critical thinking. Reflection alone is verbalism, just "blah, blah, blah", with no change in the world. Praxis is transforming the world while critically thinking about it and how to transform it.
Nothing is neutral, everything is political. Unveiling is the process of questioning and developing critical consciousness, identifying whether our project practices reinforce oppression or help in the struggle against it.
HUMILITY

Nobody knows everything, nobody is ignorant. Everyone has something to learn and something to teach. As designers, we are not saviors, and we cannot solve all problems on our own.
If empathy is "feeling the pain of others", solidarity is about recognizing that pain, being in solidarity with it, and joining forces in the struggle to overcome it. It is about helping to strengthen people in the struggle against oppression, rather than keeping them out of the process just because you are "wearing their shoes".
DIALOGICAL ACTION

DIALOGICAL LEADERSHIP

Leadership as a key role for transformation, creating environments of dialogue where decisions are collective constructions. This kind of leadership does not relinquish its responsibility to coordinate, but does not confuse it with the imposition of its will.
Dialogical Action

Culture Circles

It is the horizontal space where generative issues are discussed and unveiled. The leadership must coordinate and encourage the dialogue, making it increasingly problematic. To do this, the themes are coded (represented visually) and decoded (debated until they are unveiled).
CODING/DECODING

Coding is the representation of the generative themes through artistic, playful proposals that converse with multiple forms of expression, such as photographs, illustrations, plays, etc. Decoding is the process of critically investigating these representations in order to uncover the relations of oppression that exist within them.
Changing the world while changing ourselves is a continuous exercise and it can be a hard process, but also beautiful. We hope that these cards may mediate moments of pleasure and encouragement, because we have learned from Freire that teaching and learning can't happen outside of this search, of joy and beautifulness.
(anti)DiALOGICAL CARDS
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